
1 able способен He will come to the party if he is able.

2 abridgement съкращение She has been asked to make an abridgement of the 
book for radio.

3 absent липсващ There are 5 students absent today.
4 accent акцент She has a strong British accent.
5 acceptable приемлив Your answer is not acceptable, please try again.

6 accessories аксесоари She bought fashionable accessories for her new dress - 
earrings and a bracelet.

7 accident злополука The car was damaged in a bad accident.
8 accomplishment постижение You will receive an award for your accomplishment.
9 account сметка There is no money in my bank account.

10 accurate точен Accurate records must be kept.
11 accuse обвинявам Don’t accuse me of lying.
12 achieve постигам I will achieve my goals very soon.
13 acquaintance познат I have an acquaintance that lives in New York. 
14 action действие When there is a need, she takes an action.
15 add добавям Please add one more name to the list.
16 addicted пристрастен I love chocolate, I think I am addicted to it.
17 address адрес The address on the envelope was not correct.
18 adjective прилагателно Which word is the noun and which is the adjective?

19 adolescents подрастващи The book is about adolescents between the ages of 13 
and 18 and the problems they face

20 adult възрастен Children must be accompanied by an adult.

21 advantage предимство It is an advantage to be able to speak a foreign 
language
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21 advantage предимство language.
22 advice съвет Your advice was very useful.
23 afford позволявам си I an not sure I can afford to buy this book.
24 afternoon следобяд I must go to work this afternoon after class.
25 aggressive агресивен The team was aggressive with their game plan.
26 air въздух The air is so fresh today.
27 alive жив We forgot to water our plants, but they are still alive.
28 allergic алергичен I am allergic to cats.
29 alligator алигатор I saw an alligator in the zoo.
30 allow позволявам Please allow me to say something.
31 along заедно Please follow along closely.
32 aloud на висок глас Please read the poem aloud.
33 already вече He was already at the station when I arrived.
34 ambassador посланик We will meet the ambassador at the final competition.

35 ambiguous неясен Her answer to the question was ambiguous and 
resulted in her low score on the exam. 

36 ambulance линейка I saw an ambulance in front of the hospital.
37 among сред Distribute these among yourselves equally.
38 amount количество He has a large amount of money in the bank.
39 ancient древен The pyramids are a symbol of ancient Egypt.
40 ankle глезен I twisted my ankle and it hurts a lot.
41 announce обявявам I will announce the winner tomorrow

42 anonymous анонимен The author of the book is choosing to remain 
anonymous.

43 anxious неспокоен The students looked anxious before the start of the 
competition.

44 answer отговор I like your answer.
45 ant мравка I found an ant in my tea cup.

46 anthem химн The band played the national anthem at the opening 46 anthem химн e ba d p ayed e a o a a e a e ope g
ceremony.

47 antique стар We have some antique furniture at home.
48 anxiety безпокойство He had a lot of anxiety about his test.
49 apple ябълка I eat an apple every morning.
50 appreciate ценя I appreciate your sense of humor.
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51 approach подход The school has decided to adopt a different approach 
to discipline.

52 approximately приблизително Approximately 5700 students participated in Spelling 
Bee this year.

53 apron престилка I wear an apron when cooking.
54 aquarium аквариум I have tropical fish in my aquarium.

55 archeology/archaelo
gy археология My brother studies archeology at Sofia University.

56 architect архитект An architect designs and draws plans for buildings.
57 area област I travel to this area often.
58 argue споря I don’t agree, but I will not argue with you.
59 arrive пристигам The train will arrive early.

60 arrogant арогантен The man was arrogant and rude when he cut to the 
front of the line.

61 article статия This is a great article, you should read it.
62 ashamed засрамен I was ashamed to admit my mistake.

63 assistance помощ Your assistance is needed to help organize the concert.

64 atmosphere атмосфера The atmosphere is polluted.
65 attach прилагам I will attach a picture to my e-mail.
66 attack атакувам I was afraid the bee would attack me.
67 attend участвам I will attend the competition.
68 attention вниманиe Pay more attention to your exercises. 
69 attractive привлекателен Your sister is very attractive.
70 auction търг I bought a car at the auction.
70 aunt леля My aunt loves cats.
71 autobiography автобиография When I am older, I want to write my autobiography.
72 autumn есен The leaves fall in autumn. 

We saw an avalanche on the northern slope of
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73 avalanche лавина We saw an avalanche on the northern slope of 
Moussala. 

74 avenue булеврд There are many trees along the avenue.
75 aviation авиация You have to study aviation to become a pilot.
76 aware oсведомен He is aware of the problem.
77 awful ужасен I have an awful headache.
78 awkward неудобен You've put me in an awkward position.
79 axe брадва I used my axe to cut down the tree.
80 backpack раница The young tourist carried a heavy backpack.

81 backwards наопаки We were moving so slow, it was like we were going 
backwards.

82 bad лош My sister is a bad singer.
83 balance баланс The child lost his balance and fell.
84 bald плешив My grandfather is bald.
85 ball топка Throw the ball in the basket.
86 ballet балет My little sister likes to dance ballet.

87 bankrupt фалит Our company might go bankrupt if we do not find new 
clients.

88 barricade барикада The protesters built a barricade at the end of the main 
boulevard.

89 barrier бариера There is a barrier at the entrance of the parking lot.
90 basket кошница She collected flowers in a large basket.
91 bathroom баня Our bathroom has a bathtub and shower.
92 battle битка The battle happened on the field behind the palace.
93 beach плаж We played volleyball on the beach.
94 bear мечка I saw a black bear in the forest.
95 beard брада Santa Claus has a long white beard.
96 beat побеждавам We beat our rival in the final game.
97 beautiful красив The painting is beautiful.р p g
98 belligerent враждебен He is always belligerent and quarrelsome towards me.
99 below под Put the plant on the table below the window.

100 better по-добре It is better to come early.
101 between между I will sit between you and Anna.
102 big голям He is small, but has a big voice.
103 bird птица The bird was sitting it its nest and singing.
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104 biscuit бисквита The chocolate biscuit I had at breakfast was so sweet.
105 bite хапя The dog will bite you if you step on its tail.
106 blanket одеяло I have a warm blanket on my bed.
107 blind сляп I will help the blind man to cross the street.
108 blizzard снежна буря Two climbers are missing after yesterday's blizzard.
109 blond/blonde рус The girl with blond hair was late to class.
110 blue синьо The blue sky is beautiful.
111 board дъска Please write the word on the board.
112 book kнига This book is very interesting to read.
113 boot ботуш I cannot find my left boot.
114 booth будка You can buy a ticket at the booth over there.

115 boundary граница The boundary between the two regions follows the 
river.

116 bracelet гривна The participants in Spelling Bee will each receive a 
yellow bracelet.

117 brain мозък My brain is tired from too much studying.
118 breakfast закуска I like to eat fruits for breakfast.
119 breathe дишам It is so hot that I cannot breathe.
120 bridge мост The stone bridge is very old, but still usable.
121 bright ярък My mother likes bright colors.
122 brilliant блестящ The artist uses brilliant colors in his paintings.

123 brochure брошура We made a colorful brochure to be distributed at the 
conference.

124 brush четка The artist was looking for a special brush.
125 burglary кражба с взлом The police are investigating a burglary in our building.
126 burn изгарям We will burn the wood in the campfire.
127 bush храст The rose bush has new buds.
128 business бизнес My father started a small business.
129 butter масло I put cheese and butter on my sandwich
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129 butter масло I put cheese and butter on my sandwich.
130 button копче I lost a button off my coat.
131 cabbage зеле Rabbits like to eat cabbage.
132 call обаждам се I will call you when I am there.
133 calmness спокойствие I like the calmness of your village.
134 campaign кампания We will organize a recycling campaign at our school.

135 cancellation отменяне No reason has been  given for the cancellation of the 
concert.

136 candidate кандидат He is a candidate for president.

137 candle свещ There was no electricity last night and I had to light a 
candle.

138 careful внимателен Be careful when you cross the street.

139 caricature карикатура There was a caricature of the politician in the 
newspaper.

140 carry нося Carry your books when you come to school.
141 case случай He has a bad case of chickenpox.

142 castle замък We visited a beautiful castle while we were in Germany.

143 cat котка My cat likes milk.

144 catalogue каталог I admired some of the new cosmetics in the catalogue.

145 catastrophe катастрофа Early warnings of the rising water levels prevented 
another major catastrophe

146 cathedral катедрала There is an old cathedral in the center of Vienna.
147 caution предпазливост The bridge is old, proceed with caution.
148 celebrate празнувам I want to celebrate my birthday this weekend.
149 chain верижка She wears a pendent on a gold chain around her neck.

150 chair стол We need one more chair for everyone to sit at the 
table.

151 characteristic характерна черта Generosity is his best characteristic.
152 cheese сирене Cheddar is my favorite type of cheese.
153 chew дъвча Don’t chew gum in class.
154 chicken пиле We had chicken and potatoes for lunch.
155 choice избор You will have a choice of three items for dinner.
156 church черква The church in our village is very old.
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157 circle кръг Form a circle and get ready to start the game.

158 citizenship гражданство A friend from Macedonia just received their Bulgarian 
citizenship.

159 class клас The students in my class like to dance to hip-hop 
music.

160 classical класически I like listening to classical music.
161 clock часовник The clock is accurate.
162 cloud облак There was not a single cloud in the sky.
163 coast морски бряг I want to have a house on the coast one day.
164 coat палто I wear a warm coat in winter.
165 coffee кафе I drink a cup of coffee every morning.
166 collect събирам I collect coins from different countries.
167 command заповядвам I command you to leave the room immediately! 

168 commemorate почитам The monument will commemorate the heroes that 
fought here.

169 commercial реклама My favorite TV commercial is for dog food.
170 committee комитет Our committee will meet this Friday.
171 common общ They share a common interest in photography.

172 communication общуване Strong communication is important when you work in a 
team.

173 compare сравнявам I want to compare these two offers.
174 competition състезание Our Spelling Bee competition took place yesterday.
175 complain оплаквам се Do not complain every time it rains.
176 complicated сложен My homework is very complicated tonight.
177 conference конференция I attend at least one conference for work every year.
178 confess признавам You must confess your crimes to the judge.

179 confidential поверителен This information is confidential and cannot be shared 
with you. 

180 confusion объркване There was a lot of confusion after the storm
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180 confusion объркване There was a lot of confusion after the storm.
181 connect свързвам I will connect you with you on Facebook.
182 conquer завладявам In the movie, the aliens wanted to conquer the earth.
183 conscientious съвестен She is a hardworking and conscientious student.
184 contagious заразен Scarlet fever is highly contagious.
185 controversial противоречив The president’s visit to China was very controversial.
186 convenient удобен What is the most convenient time for us to meet?
187 corn царевица I put corn in my salad.
188 correct правилен Your answer is correct.
189 cotton памук My shirt is made of cotton.

190 courageous смел One must often be courageous when beginning new 
ventures.

191 cucumber краставица Use this cucumber for the salad.
192 curriculum учебна поограма Spanish is part the standard curriculum.
193 curtain завеса, перде The curtain is too short for that window.
194 curve завой Go slowly around the curve.
195 cylinder цилиндър The soda can is a type of cylinder.
196 dangerous опасен This road is dangerous.
197 darkness тъмнина I was lost in the darkness when the power went out.
198 deaf глух My grandmother is almost deaf, she hears very little.
199 debt дълг I need to pay off my debt before I leave the country.
200 decide решавам You have to decide if you want to come with me.
201 decision решение Have you made a decision about the trip?
202 decrease намaление We expect to see a decrease in tourists in the winter.
203 deer елен I saw a deer run across the road.
204 degree степен I agree with you to a certain degree.
205 delicious вкусен This cake is delicious.
206 demonstration демонстрация There was a big demonstration in Varna last week.
207 deny отричам I will deny this rumor.
208 dependent зависим You can't be dependent on your parents all your life.
209 die умирам The flower is wilted and looks like it will die soon.
210 different различен My pen is a different color.
211 direction посока Please point me in the direction of the bus station.
212 discipline дисциплина She maintains good discipline in class.
213 discuss обсъждам We can discuss our future plans.
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214 disguise прикривам The bank robber tried to disguise his look.
215 distance разстояние I will have to walk a long distance to get there.
216 distinguished изтъкнат Professor Petrov is a distinguished Bulgarian scientist.
217 dog куче My dog barks all the time.
218 dollar долар I spent my last dollar on the ticket.
219 door врата The door to the house was broken. 
220 dreadful ужасен What dreadful weather!
221 ear ухо I cannot hear well out of my left ear.
222 earth земя The photo of the earth from the moon is amazing.
223 earthquake земетресение There was a strong earthquake in May.
224 easy лесно This is an easy test.
225 eat ям I eat a lot of fruit every day.
226 edge ръб I sat on the edge of the rock.
227 egg яйце I need one more egg for the cake.
228 elbow лакът He hit me with his left elbow.
229 elephant слон An elephant from the circus was in the parade.

230 embarrass затруднявам Please don't embarrass me by asking me to speak at 
the meeting.

231 embroidery бродерия My grandmother gave me a beautiful piece of 
embroidery

232 emotional чувствителен My sister gets emotional when talking about her job.

233 encourage насърчавам Teachers always encourage their students to study 
more.

234 endure издържам I can endure her rudeness no longer.
235 engineer инженер My father is an engineer.
236 enormous огромен I knew the ship would be big, but it was enormous.
237 enough достатъчно I am not sure we will have enough for everyone.
238 enthusiasm ентусиазъм We started our trip with lots of enthusiasm.

People should make more efforts to protect the
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239 environment околна среда People should make more efforts to protect the 
environment.

240 equal равен Cut the pizza in equal pieces.

241 equilibrium равновесие I paused and took a deep breathe to restore my 
equilibrium.

242 error грешка My computer shows there is an error.
243 ethics етика This is a question of moral ethics.
244 evidence доказателство There is no evidence you were here before.

245 exact точен I know the exact number of the students who will 
attend.

246 exaggerate преувеличавам You can't trust them, they often exaggerate the truth.
247 exceed надхвърлям The price will not exceed $10.
248 excellent отличен Your English is excellent.

249 exceptional изключителен At the age of five he displayed exceptional musical 
talent.

250 excite вълнувам We hope the prizes will excite the students.
251 excursion екскурзия The excursion to Athens will be for 5 days.
252 excuse извинение You will need a good excuse if you miss the test.

253 execution изпълнение The team was successful in the execution of their 
tasks.

254 exhibition изложба We visited a modern art exhibition at the gallery.
255 explain обяснявам Did she explain why she was late?
256 explode избухвам I ate so much, I thought I might explode.

257 extraordinary изключителен My sister received an award for her extraordinary 
service.

258 eye око I have something in my left eye.
259 fall падам Winter is coming when the leaves fall from the trees.
260 false грешен Your statement is false.
261 famous известен Ivan Vazov is a famous Bulgarian writer.g
262 fascinating очарователен Your trip to Egypt sounds absolutely fascinating.
263 fashion мода Many young girls follow the newest fashion trends.
264 fashionable модерен A new fashionable café opened in our town.
265 fat пълен My cat is fat.
266 father баща I love my father.
267 fault вина This is not my fault
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268 favor/favour услуга Thank you very much for the favor.
269 feather перо A feather from the baby bird fell to the ground.
270 fellow другар He's a nice old fellow.
271 fence ограда Our yard has an old wooden fence.
272 feisty борбен He is very feisty and often stands firm for his cause.
273 field поле The sheep were standing in the field.

274 figure фигура We could see the outline of a figure outside the 
window.

275 flight полет My flight was delayed and I had to wait at the airport.
276 flood наводнение The flood damaged a lot of houses.
277 flower цвете The white flower in the window box is so beautiful.
278 folklore фолклор We are proud of our folklore.
279 foot стъпало He stepped on my right foot.
280 force сила The force of the wind blew over the tree.
281 foreigner чужденец He is a foreigner and only visiting for a week.
282 forest гора There are many old trees in the forest.
283 fortress крепост There is an old fortress near my village.
284 fountain фонтан The little girl threw a coin in the fountain for good luck.
285 free свободен You have a free afternoon, enjoy it!
286 freeze замръзвам I will freeze outside - it is so cold there.
287 fridge хладилник My fridge is empty.
288 fruit плод Bananas are my favorite fruit.
289 funny смешен I have a funny story to tell you.
290 furious яростен Michelle was furious that Joan had stolen her earrings.
291 furniture мебел We will buy new furniture for our house. 
292 gain придобивам I will gain a lot of knowledge at school. 
293 garden градина Our garden is green with many plants and trees.
294 gate порта I entered through the main gate.

My grandfather is so generous he brings me gifts
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295 generous щедър My grandfather is so generous, he brings me gifts 
every time he comes to see me.

296 geography география Geography is my favorite subject at school.
297 ghetto гето Often people in the ghetto are very poor.
298 giant огромен There is a giant tree in front of our house.
299 glad доволен I am glad that you came to see me.
300 glamorous обаятелен She lives a glamorous life.
301 glass стъкло The glass pane in the window was broken.
302 glory слава She took a moment to bask in the glory of her victory.
303 glove ръкавица I lost my right glove.
304 good добър I have a really good friend in Varna.
305 government правителство The government is led by the prime minister.
306 grab грабвам Grab a towel and join us by the pool.
307 grammar граматика English grammar is not so difficult.
308 grasp хващам Grasp the rope and I will pull you up.
309 ground земя I fell on the ground when I tripped.
310 guard пазач The school's guard is a very good person.
311 guest гост My guest will stay with me for a week.
312 gymnastics гимнастика Gymnastics is my favorite sport.
313 hair коса Her hair is long and shiny.
314 hairdresser фризьор I need a haircut, I will go to hairdresser tomorrow.
315 half половин My homework was half a page.
316 hall зала The concert hall was big and beautiful.
317 hand ръка I write with my right hand.
318 happen случва се I want to know what will happen in the book.
319 happiness щастие I wish you much happiness for your birthday.
320 harbor/harbour пристанище I saw a big ship in the harbor. 
321 hard твърд The bed was hard and I didn't sleep well.
322 harm вредя Smoking will harm your health.
323 harvest жътва The fall harvest will begin in October.
324 headache главоболие I had a bad headache yesterday.

325 health здраве Please take care of your health and do not start 
smoking.

326 heavy тежък I have too many books and my bag is heavy.
327 height височина She is the same height as her sister.
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328 hello здравей I sent an email to my friend overseas just to say hello.
329 helmet каска You should always wear a helmet when riding a bike.
330 hemisphere полукълбо Singapore is in the northern hemisphere.
331 hen кокошка We have only one hen remaining.

332 heritage наследство We must all take care to preserve our national heritage.

333 hero герой Vasil Levski is a Bulgarian national hero.
334 high висок He can jump high off the ground.
335 home дом I will go home for lunch.
336 honest честен Maria is a honest person, I trust her.
337 honey мед I always put honey in my tea.
338 honor чест It will be an honor to attend the ceremony with you.
339 hook кука You can hang your coat on the hook.
340 hunger глад This cracker will not satisfy my hunger.

341 hurricane ураган The hurricane destroyed many houses along the 
Florida coast.

342 hurry бързам I am in a hurry so I can get back home early to see the 
game.

343 husband съпруг Joe is Mary's Husband.
344 hut хижа The hut was high in the mountains.
345 ice лед I like a lot of ice in my lemonade.
346 ill болен I was ill with a fever the whole weekend.
347 immediately незабавно Please, leave the room immediately!
348 immigrant имигрант He is an immigrant from Syria living in England. 
349 impossible невъзможен No task is impossible if you put your mind to it.
350 impress впечатлявам I will impress my friends with my spelling skills.

351 improve подобрявам I hope my English will improve when I go to visit the 
US.
We apologize for the delay and regret any
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352 inconvenience неудобство We apologize for the delay and regret any 
inconvenience it may have caused.

353 increase увеличавам I hope my salary will increase next year.

354 inevitable неизбежен It was inevitable that there would be job losses during 
the crisis.

355 influence влияние Her older brother has been a strong influence in her 
life.

356 inhabitant жител He was the sole inhabitant of the island.
357 insect насекомо Mosquitoes are a type of flying insect.
358 insufferable непоносим The heat last summer was insufferable.
359 insufficient недостатъчен His salary is insufficient to meet his needs.
360 intelligence интелигентност I was impressed by her intelligence.
361 international международен All international flights have been delayed.
362 interview интервю I saw an interesting interview on TV.
363 into във I ran into the classroom when I heard the loud noise.
364 introduce представям Let me introduce you to my friend Irina.
365 irresistible неустоим His charms are irresistible.
366 island остров Hawaii is the biggest island in the US.

367 issue въпрос The question of pay is not an important issue at the 
moment.

368 jacket яке My new jacket will keep me warm.
369 jar буркан I put the cherry jam in the jar.
370 jealous ревнив She is jealous of her sister’s good grades.
371 jeans джинси My jeans are dirty and need to be washed.
372 jelly желе My grandmother made wonderful grape jelly.
373 jewelry/jewellery бижута I will buy my mom a piece of jewelry for her birthday.
374 jogging бягане за здраве I go jogging every morning in the park.
375 joke шега No one laughed at my joke.
376 judge съдия I will be the judge if it is right or wrong.
377 juice сок I usually have fruit juice with my breakfast.
378 jump скок Let’s jump into the pool at the same time.
379 jungle джунгла A lot of interesting animals live in the jungle.
380 junior по-млад Since he is new, he is the junior manager.
381 just само We arrived just in time.
382 justice справедливост Everyone has a right to justice.
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383 kangaroo кенгуру The kangaroo comes from Australia.
384 keyboard клавиaтура My keyboard is not working.
385 kick ритам Try to kick the ball as far as you can.
386 kind любезен You should always be kind to animals.
387 king крал The lion is the king of the jungle.
388 kingdom царство Our science lesson was about the animal kingdom.
389 kite хвърчило I flew the kite and it went high in the sky.

390 knee коляно He went down on one knee and asked her to marry 
him.

391 knife нож You use a knife to cut the bread.
392 knit плета My grandmother likes to knit.
393 knock почуквам Please knock on the door before entering.
394 knowledge знание He has a strong knowledge of jazz music.
395 labor/ labour труд The price will include labor and materials.
396 language език It is easy to learn a language when you are a child.
397 large едър The blue whale is very large.

398 laser лазер His accuracy in the archery competition was as sharp 
as a laser.

399 lazy мързелив We spent a lazy day on the beach.
400 leader лидер The team leader asked for a break.
401 learn научавам The book is about how children learn. 
402 leather кожа My sister has a new jacket made of leather.
403 legal законен We will sign the legal documents today.
404 legislation законодателство Legislation will be difficult and will take time.

405 leisure свободно време These days we have more money and more leisure to 
enjoy it.

406 lesson урок Today I had my first piano lesson.
407 letter буква "A" is the first letter of the  Latin alphabet.
408 liberty свобода The Statue of Liberty is in New York
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408 liberty свобода The Statue of Liberty is in New York.
409 life живот The surgery saved her life.
410 light светлина Please turn off the light.
411 lightning светкавица The storm had a lot of thunder and lightning.
412 like харесвам I like chocolate cupcakes.
413 lion лъв The lion is powerful and strong.
414 liquid течност Water is a liquid, not a solid.
415 listen слушам Listen carefully and follow my instructions!
416 literature литература He will study literature when he goes to college.
417 location място We will find a new location for our conference.
418 lock заключвам Lock the door when you go out.
419 lonely самотен He often feels lonely around the holidays.
420 look гледам Open your book and look at the pictures.
421 loud шумен That music is too loud—please turn it down.
422 love любов They fell in love with each other quickly.
423 luck късмет We wish you good luck.
424 lunch обяд What shall we have for lunch?

425 luxurious луксозен The linens at the hotel were luxurious and I wanted to 
stay in bed all day.

426 machine машина How does this machine work?
427 magazine списание Girls like to look at glossy fashion magazines.
428 magic магия Do you believe in magic?
429 magician фокусник The magician pulled a rabbit from his hat.
430 magnet магнит Use a magnet to find the metal pins.
431 magnificence очарование The scenery on the safari was magnificence.
432 mail поща Is there a letter for me in the mail?
433 main главен Be careful crossing the main road.
434 maintain поддържам I maintain my car well.
435 major важен Never mind, it is not a major issue.
436 man мъж He is a handsome man.
437 manner начин She greeted me in a friendly manner.
438 manuscript чернова The publishers have lost the manuscript of my book.
439 market пазар We buy our fruits and vegetables at the market.
440 marriage женитба Their marriage has lasted 25 years already. 
441 marry женя се I will marry her because I love her.
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442 marvelous/marvello
us прекрасен The weather is marvelous.

443 mathematics математика Mathematics is my most difficult subject at school.
444 matter проблем What’s the matter?
445 mayonnaise майонеза I always put a little mayonnaise in my salad.
446 measure измервам We must measure the length of the sofa.
447 mention споменавам Sorry, I won't mention it again.
448 message съобщение I received your message two days ago.
449 middle среден The phone rang in the middle of the night.
450 millennium хилядолетие How did you celebrate the millennium?

451 miscellaneous разнообразни She gave me some money to cover any miscellaneous 
expenses.

452 mischievous палав Her eyes danced with mischievous amusement.

453 misinterpretation неправилно 
тълкуване

A number of these statements could be open to 
misinterpretation

454 mistake грешка Don't worry, we have all made a mistake or two.
455 moderate умерен Cook over a moderate heat.
456 monarchy монархия The country was a monarchy until 1973.
457 money пари Be careful with that, it cost a lot of money.
458 month месец Next month, her baby will turn 2.
459 mood настроение Hooray! Our teacher is in a good mood today.

460 moon луна Neil Armstrong is the first man who landed on the 
moon.

461 moonlight лунна светлина Last night there was a full moon and we walked home 
in the moonlight.

462 more повече The more I know her, the more I like her.
463 motorbike моторетка Ben drove off on his motorbike.
464 mountain планина Rila is the highest mountain in Bulgaria.
465 mouth уста Don't talk with your mouth full
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465 mouth уста Don't talk with your mouth full.

466 movement движение Loose clothing gives you greater freedom of 
movement.

467 movie филм I want to be an actor in a horror movie.
468 mud кал Your boots are covered in mud.
469 multiple многократен Plastic bags can be used multiple times.
470 murder убийство He was found guilty of murder.
471 muscle мускул He felt every muscle in his body tighten.
472 museum музей The museum is open from 9 AM to 5 PM.
473 mystery мистерия The mystery is one of the greatest this century.
474 myth мит Is that true or only a myth?
475 name име What is your name?
476 narrow тесен The streets in Venice are long and narrow.
477 nasty гаден This coffee has a nasty taste.
478 nation нация The Bulgarian nation is independent.
479 nationality националност What is your nationality?
480 naughty палав He is a naughty boy and makes his mother angry.
481 neat подреден They sat in her neat and tidy kitchen.

482 neck шия With its long neck, the giraffe could reach the top of the 
tree.

483 needle игла Watch out! I dropped my sewing needle.
484 negative негативен They received a negative reply to their request.
485 neighbor/neighbour съсед My neighbor decorated his house for Christmas.
486 next следващ Who is next?
487 noisy шумен What a noisy classroom!
488 noon обед We should be there by noon.
489 north север Cold winds come from the north.
490 nothing нищо There is nothing you can do to help.
491 notice забелязвам I didn't notice him standing there.
492 novel роман I am currently reading a detective novel.
493 now сега That's all for now.
494 nowhere никъде This road leads nowhere, I think we are lost.
495 number номер They live at number 26.

496 nurse медицинска 
сестра The doctor called the nurse to help.
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497 nylon найлон The rope is made of nylon.
498 obey подчинявам се The dog will obey if you tell it to "Sit down".
499 object предмет I can hardly see the small object on the floor.
500 objection възражение I have an objection to your version of the story.
501 occasion повод This is the first occasion for us to meet.
502 occupation занимание Please state your name, age and occupation below.
503 occur случва се When exactly did the incident occur?
504 ocean океан The ocean is deep and blue.
505 odd странен There's something odd about that man.
506 offer предлагам They decided to offer the job to Mary.
507 office офис Are you going to the office today?
508 old стар The old man was sitting on the bench.
509 one един One more to go!
510 onion лук Do you like onion in your salad?
511 open отворен It is hot here, please open the window!
512 operation операция The operation saved her life.
513 opportunity възможност I want to use this opportunity to thank you.

514 opposite срещу The post office is just opposite the town square from 
the bank.

515 orchestra оркестър The orchestra played some beautiful songs at the 
concert.

516 organization/organis
ation организация Our organization will host a workshop on Friday.

517 original оригинален This is an original piece of artwork.
518 out навън I will go out for a walk after dinner.
519 outstanding отличен My brother is an outstanding athlete.
520 owl бухал I saw an owl in that tree last night.
521 oxygen кислород We need oxygen to live.
522 package пакет I received a package with many books
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522 package пакет I received a package with many books.
523 pain болка I feel a strong pain in my back.
524 pale блед I have a pale blue jacket.

525 palm длан The woman can read your fortune from the palm of 
your hand.

526 parachute парашут Planes dropped supplies by parachute.
527 paradise рай The island looks like paradise.
528 parallel успореден The street is parallel to this one.
529 parent родител Only one parent complained at the school meeting.
530 parrot папагал My parrot can say hello.

531 participate участвам Many students will participate in the competition this 
year.

532 particular особен I only use this pen for particular documents.
533 passenger пътник One passenger lost his suitcase on the train.
534 path пътека We walked along a beautiful path in the park.
535 patient търпелив Please be patient and wait outside.
536 pause правя пауза We will pause the movie and take a short break.
537 pencil молив I broke my pencil and now I will have to use a pen.
538 perceive усещам I perceive a number of changes are coming.
539 perfume парфюм A bought some perfume for my mother.
540 perhaps може би Perhaps it will rain.

541 permanent постоянен Do not use a permanent marker when writing on the 
whiteboard.

542 perseverance постоянство His perseverance paid off and he got the job.

543 personality индивидуалност People’s clothes are often an expression of their 
personality.

544 phantom призрак The castle is said to be haunted by a phantom.
545 philosophy философия My sister studies philosophy at the university. 
546 phone телефон I lost my phone.
547 photography фотография I will attend a course in photography.
548 phrase фраза "Carpe Diem", is a phrase one hears often.
549 physical физически I need more physical exercise.
550 pie сладкиш Felicia prepared a tasty pie for Thanksgiving.
551 pillow възглавница My pillow is soft and comfortable.
552 pipe тръба The water pipe froze and we didn't have any water.
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553 pity жалко It is such pity that she couldn't come.
554 play играя I like to play basketball in the school yard.
555 pleasant приятен I had a pleasant trip to the coast.
556 pocket джоб I do not have any money in my pocket.
557 poetry поезия My mother likes to read poetry.
558 polite учтив My students are polite and always say hello.
559 politician политик I want to become a politician.
560 pollution замърсяване Air pollution is a serious problem in our town.
561 poor беден She is not poor because she works hard. 

562 postcard пощенска 
картичка I will send you a postcard from Varna.

563 potato картоф Please give me one more potato.
564 potential възможен Let's look for potential partners.
565 powder пудра She had too much powder on her face.
566 powerful могъщ He is a rich and powerful man.
567 praise похвала I expect praise for my hard work.

568 precious скъпоценен The crown is made with many precious 
jewels—diamonds, rubies and emeralds.

569 prefer предпочитам I prefer vanilla ice cream over chocolate.
570 preliminary предварителен He won in a preliminary round of the contest.

571 president президент Our president attended an international conference in 
Chicago.

572 pressure натиск I feel pressure from my colleagues to finish the project.

573 prestigious престижен Her dream is to study at a prestigious university.

574 presumptuous самонадеян He was presumptuous in making the announcement 
before the decision had been approved.

575 pretty красив I met a pretty girl on the street yesterday.
576 prevent предпазвам The helmet will prevent me from injuring my head
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576 prevent предпазвам The helmet will prevent me from injuring my head.
577 princess принцеса You are dressed like a princess.
578 prisoner затворник A prisoner escaped from the jail. 

579 privilege привилегия This opportunity is a privilege you should not take for 
granted.

580 procrastinate отлагам Do not procrastinate or you may not have enough time 
to finish.

581 product продукт The company will introduce a new product soon.
582 prophylactic профилактичен Prophylactic treatments can prevent diseases.
583 professor професор My old professor came to see me at work. 
584 progress прогрес Please send me a report on your progress.
585 promise обещавам I promise I will not miss anymore classes.
586 proud горд I am proud of my students.
587 pseudonym псевдоним She writes under a pseudonym.
588 punch перфорирам I always punch my ticket when traveling on the bus. 
589 pupil ученик When I was a pupil I loved math classes.
590 puppy кученце My puppy is always hungry.
591 pure чист I used pure butter in the cake.
592 quality качество I am not happy with the quality of my shoes.

593 quarrel кавга I could hear my neighbors quarrel through the wall last 
night.

594 quarter четвъртина I will buy a quarter kilo of cheese. 
595 queen кралица The British queen is the richest woman in the world.
596 question въпрос I would like to ask just one question.
597 quick бърз Thank you for your quick answer.
598 quiet тих I live in a quiet area of town.
599 quite доста It is quite warm today.

600 quiz викторина Our teacher prepared an interesting quiz for the school 
holiday.y

601 rabbit заек The rabbit has long ears.
602 railroad железопътен We crossed the railroad tracks after the train passed.
603 rain дъжд Don't go out in the rain without your jacket.
604 rambunctious шумен I got in a crowd of rambunctious football fans
605 read чета They had to read the poem aloud.
606 ready готов Get ready for the test!
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607 realize/realise осъзнавам When she left, I realized how much I loved her.
608 reason причина Give me one good reason why I should listen to you.
609 rebellion бунт He led a rebellion at school to end homework.
610 receipt квитанция Keep your receipt in case you need to return anything.
611 receive получавам I receive a lot of e-mails from my friends.
612 recommend препоръчвам Can you recommend a good book?

613 reconstruction реконструкция The reconstruction of the main boulevard started last 
week.

614 rectangle правоъгълник The rectangle has 4 right corners.
615 recycle преработвам It is good for the environment to recycle your trash.

616 reef подводни скали When we went diving around the island, we saw a 
beautiful reef.

617 refuse отказвам I refuse to answer your question.
618 regular редовен Our regular schedule will change due to the holidays.
619 relationship връзка Their relationship is based on trust.

620 reluctant несклонен I am reluctant to answer this question, just in case I 
might be wrong.

621 reminiscence спомен His reminiscence of the event lacked detail.
622 renew обновявам I will renew my license before it expires.
623 repair поправям You will have to repair the car before you sell it.
624 repeat повтарям I didn't hear you, can you please repeat?
625 reputation репутация This business has a good reputation.
626 responsible отговорен Mike is responsible for designing the project.

627 requirement изискване The director created a new requirement for the job 
candidates. 

628 result резултат The end result was excellent.
629 review разглеждам I will review your answers now.
630 rhythm ритъм The dancer has a natural sense of rhythm.
631 ribbon панделка She has a big blue ribbon in her hair
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631 ribbon панделка She has a big blue ribbon in her hair.
632 rice ориз Rice is very popular in China.
633 ride яздя I learned to ride a horse when I was a child.
634 right правилен That's right.
635 roast пека I will roast a chicken in the oven.
636 roof покрив The roof needs to be repaired. 
637 room стая We will have the party in the big room.
638 rose роза He gave her one red rose.
639 rough загрубял My hands are dry and rough from the cold weather. 
640 round кръгъл We have a round table in the living room.
641 rubbish боклук Please clean the rubbish from the back yard.
642 rule правило Do not break this important rule.
643 run тичам I run faster than Joe.
644 rush бързам Do not rush, there is enough time.
645 sacred свещен The church is a sacred building.

646 sacrifice жертва His parents made a huge sacrifice to pay for his 
education.

647 salt сол Do not put too much salt on your food.
648 satisfaction удовлетворение Your satisfaction is important to us.

649 saxophone саксофон My father used to play the saxophone when he was 
young.

650 scary страшен He wore a scary mask for Halloween.

651 science наука Science is his favorite subject in school.

652 scratch драскам Be careful not to scratch the furniture.
653 season сезон Spring is my favorite season.
654 secret тайна Tell me your secret and I won't tell anyone.
655 sensitive чувствителен She has fair skin and is very sensitive to the sun.
656 sentence изречение Write this sentence in your notebook.

657 serious сериозен This is a very serious matter and we must discuss it 
now.

658 shadow сянка We rested under the shadow of the tree.
659 shame срам His face burned with shame.
660 shampoo шампоан This shampoo is for normal hair.
661 shamrock детелина The shamrock is a symbol of Ireland.
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662 shark акула The shark attacked the swimmer.
663 shoe обувка My left shoe is too tight.
664 short къс The concert was short and only lasted 30 minutes.
665 shy срамежлив My cousin is very shy and doesn't talk much.
666 sick болен He had to go home because he was feeling sick.
667 sign знак The sign said the town is 5 km away.
668 signature подпис The document will require your signature.
669 simple прост This is a simple task, it will not take you long.
670 sincerely искрено I sincerely hope that you will come to my party.
671 single единичен I will reserve a single room at the hotel.
672 sit седя I will sit here on the bench while we wait.
673 skeleton скелет We saw a dinosaur skeleton in the museum.
674 skirt пола I want a new skirt to wear to the dance.
675 small малък Those shoes are too small for you now.
676 smooth гладък Her skin is as smooth as satin.
677 soft мек We bought a soft blanket for her new baby.
678 soup супа Hot soup is good in the winter.

679 spaghetti спагети I love spaghetti, I usually make it for dinner once a 
week.

680 spice подправка Cinnamon is my favorite spice for cookies.

681 spontaneous спонтанен My laugher was a spontaneous reaction to his stupid 
question.

682 spoon лъжица The stew was so soupy you needed a spoon to eat it.
683 spring пролет I love when the flowers begin to bloom in the spring.
684 square площад There is a fountain in the center of the town square.
685 squirrel катерица The squirrel jumped from tree to tree.
686 stage сцена You must go up on stage to accept your award.

687 staircase стълбище My dad was standing at the top of the staircase when I 
arrived home
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arrived home.
688 stand стоя Please stand when the judge enters the room.
689 station гара We will meet at the station at 3:00
690 stingy стиснат He is very stingy with his money.
691 store магазин I will go to the store to buy some milk.
692 storm буря The snow storm started early in the morning.
693 strawberry ягода The last strawberry was very sweet.
694 strike стачка The workers went on strike for higher pay.
695 struggle боря се The country has had to struggle against injustice.
696 stupid глупав The comedians jokes were stupid, not funny.
697 style стил I like her fashion style, she always looks so nice.
698 success успех I wish you much success in the competition.
699 suit костюм It is important to wear a suit to the interview.
700 summarize обобщавам Please, summarize the results of the research.
701 summer лято I like to swim during the summer.

702 sure сигурен Are you sure you are right about the time the train 
arrives?

703 surgery операция He will require surgery on his left knee.

704 swallow преглъщам In order to swallow that big pill, I will need a lot of water.

705 swamp блато The swamp was very muddy.

706 swivel завъртам се Can you swivel your chair around to face the 
whiteboard?

707 symbolic символичен The dove is symbolic of peace.

708 sympathy съчувствие My sister volunteers at the hospital because she has 
sympathy for the sick. 

709 taste вкус I don't like the taste of olives.
710 tea чай Would you like herbal or green tea?
711 teacher учител Who is your favorite teacher?
712 technician техник A technician came to repair the broken computer.
713 telephone телефон Who just called on the telephone?
714 television телевизия We will get a new television for Christmas.

715 temperature температура We expect the temperature to be almost 40 degrees 
tomorrow.

716 terrible ужасен I feel terrible—I think I'll go to bed.
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717 terrific чудесен The concert was just terrific and we knew all the songs.

718 territory територия They explored the territory around the North Pole.
719 test тест How did you do on your math test?
720 thing нещо Litter is one thing I really don't like seeing.
721 think мисля I think this is the right direction.
722 thoughtful замислен They sat in thoughtful silence.
723 thrilling вълнуващ The rollercoaster was a thrilling ride! 
724 thunder гръмотевица The thunder was loud during the storm.
725 ticket билет I must buy my ticket for the bus.
726 time време There is never enough time in the day.
727 tired уморен I am so tired after school.
728 today днес Today is Friday.
729 toe пръст (на крака) I stubbed my toe.
730 tomato домат I will put one tomato in the salad.
731 tooth зъб My tooth hurts and I must call the dentist.
732 tower кула We will climb to the top of the tower.
733 toy играчка There was a small toy in his chocolate egg.
734 traffic улично движение Traffic on the main road was very slow due to the rain.
735 traveling/ travelling пътуване I will write about traveling to see the pyramids.
736 treasure съкровище They were searching for a treasure in the sunken ship.

737 trick хитрост Mary hid Joe's shoes as a trick for eating her candy 
bar. 

738 truck камион We hauled the wood in the back of the truck.
739 true вярно Circle T if you think the statement is true.
740 trust доверие He betrayed her trust.

741 trustworthy заслужаващ 
доверие I will tell him my secret, he is very trustworthy

742 type вид What is your favorite type of soda?
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742 type вид What is your favorite type of soda?
743 typical типичен It is typical to start a meal with salad.
744 ugly грозен The graffiti on the walls is ugly.
745 uncle чичо I always enjoyed visits to my see my aunt and uncle.
746 under под The dog is hiding under the table.
747 understand разбирам I understand your question, I am just thinking.
748 university университет Which university do you want to attend?
749 unpredictable непредсказуем The attack on 9/11 was an unpredictable event.

750 unusual необикновен We went to a very unusual restaurant that was built in a 
cave.

751 urgent спешен Get the director now, this message is urgent.
752 use изпозвам We use too much electricity.
753 vacation ваканция I went on vacation to Germany this past summer.

754 vaccinate ваксинирам When you vaccinate people, you protect them against a 
disease

755 valley долина A river runs through the center of the valley.

756 vast широк He inherited a vast fortune and is very generous with 
his money.

757 vegetable растение My grandmother has a large vegetable garden.

758 versatile многостранен He's a versatile actor who has played a wide variety of 
parts.

759 very много The flight to the US is very long.

760 vigorous енергичен The doctor recommended an hour of vigorous exercise 
3 times a week.

761 view поглед We had a perfect view of the city from the hilltop.
762 violent буен He has a violent temper.
763 virtual виртуален She lives in a virtual reality.
764 vivacious жизнерадостен He had three pretty, vivacious daughters.
765 voice глас Her voice is like an angel when she sings.
766 vote гласувам We always vote for the president on a Tuesday.
767 vulnerable уязвим She looked very vulnerable standing there alone.
768 waist талия Wrap the belt around your waist.
769 warm топъл It is warm outside and I do not need a coat.
770 wash мия Please wash your hands before dinner.
771 weak слаб He was weak from the flu.
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772 weather време What will the weather be tomorrow, will it be sunny or 
rainy?

773 wedding сватба My parents had a small wedding when they were 
married.

774 weight тегло I gained weight during the holidays.
775 welcome добре дошъл You are all welcome to join us for dinner.
776 wet влажен Her hair is still wet from swimming.

777 whether дали We should find out whether the museum is open or not.

778 white бял Fresh snow is always so clean and white.
779 whiteboard бяла дъска We have a new whiteboard in our classroom.
780 whole цял He ate the whole pie by himself.
781 wild див I like jam made from wild strawberries.
782 winter зима It snows a lot here in the winter.
783 wolf вълк I thought the tracks in the snow were from a wolf.
784 woman жена The woman has two daughters.

785 wonderful чудесен, 
прекрасен The sunrise over the beach was a wonderful sight.

786 world свят I want to travel around the world.

787 wreath венец She wove some red ribbon into the wreath and hung it 
on the front door.

788 wrinkle бръчка She found a missed wrinkle on her dress when she 
looked in the mirror.

789 yard двор The yard has many beautiful flowers.
790 yellow жълто In the fall, the leaves on the trees turn yellow.
791 yes да The answer to the question is yes.
792 yesterday вчера We saw a great movie yesterday.
793 yogurt/yoghurt кисело мляко I like to eat yogurt in the morning for breakfast.
794 young млад The baby bird is too young to fly
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794 young млад The baby bird is too young to fly.
795 youth  младеж He was a star athlete in his youth.
796 zebra  зебра We saw a zebra at the zoo.
797 zip  цип Zip up your coat before going outside.
798 zodiac  зодиак My zodiac sign is Capricorn.

799 zoo  зоологическа 
градина We saw many animals at the zoo.

800 zucchini тиквикчки I usually add zucchini to my vegetable soup.
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